WHAT IS BMX? The sport of bicycle motocross began in the early 1970’s in Southern California. A handful of riders started riding their Stingray type bikes off road in vacant lots and fields. Not much competition but alot of fun. Today the sport of bicycle motocross is sweeping the country and the world. There are over 150,000 riders of all ages racing in specialized events at permanent tracks across America. BMX racing is a fun, exciting sport that whole families can get involved in whether as a racer, spectator, pit crew or track volunteer. BMX racing is a fast growing, action packed sport that is extremely popular among parents and kids alike. It's not just a race, it's a way of life.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST? The ABA offers a 30 day trial membership for $25. This entitles you to race at your local track and provides you with medical insurance coverage. A one year membership costs only $45 and allows you to race on ABA tracks nationwide. With the full membership you will also receive the BLM, the monthly magazine with current point standings and nationwide race countdown. You also become an ABA member, with the added bonus of a membership application or information. You can watch the races, talk to other BMX families, or give it a try yourself.

WHERE CAN I RACE? The ABA has over 200 tracks nationwide! It's a great way to see the USA and get your friends and family involved. Bike riding is a great way to see the country and have fun. The ABA has a full time professional staff that can help you find a track in your area. Track locations are listed on the ABA website. BMX racing is clean, exciting fun that is enjoyed by kids and adults alike.

WHO CAN RACE? Races are organized according to age group and skill levels. There is a division for beginners and a division for advanced riders. There is a division for men and a division for women. The ABA offers a 30 day trial membership for $25. This entitles you to race at your local track and provides you with medical insurance coverage. A one year membership costs only $45 and allows you to race on ABA tracks nationwide. With the full membership you will also receive the BLM, the monthly magazine with current point standings and nationwide race countdown. You also become an ABA member, with the added bonus of a membership application or information. You can watch the races, talk to other BMX families, or give it a try yourself.

WHAT MADE IT HAPPEN? Todd had Leukemia. Todd was now faced with the biggest race of his life; his race for life. It was the summer of 1980, in the bounty of California. A handful of riders started riding their Stingray type bikes off road in vacant lots and fields. Not much competition but alot of fun. Today the sport of bicycle motocross is sweeping the country and the world. There are over 150,000 riders of all ages racing in specialized events at permanent tracks across America. BMX racing is a fun, exciting sport that whole families can get involved in whether as a racer, spectator, pit crew or track volunteer. BMX racing is a fast growing, action packed sport that is extremely popular among parents and kids alike. It's not just a race, it's a way of life.

WHY WOULD I DO IT? The ABA offers a 30 day trial membership for $25. This entitles you to race at your local track and provides you with medical insurance coverage. A one year membership costs only $45 and allows you to race on ABA tracks nationwide. With the full membership you will also receive the BLM, the monthly magazine with current point standings and nationwide race countdown. You also become an ABA member, with the added bonus of a membership application or information. You can watch the races, talk to other BMX families, or give it a try yourself.

WHO CAN RACE? Races are organized according to age group and skill levels. There is a division for beginners and a division for advanced riders. There is a division for men and a division for women. Like all regular sanctioned BMX events, Unlike all regular sanctioned BMX events, Unlike all regular sanctioned BMX events, Unlike all regular sanctioned BMX events, Unlike all regular sanctioned BMX events, No membership required for this race. Anybody can race in a can race in a can race in a can race in a can race in a can race...